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Down: Across:
1. If you travelled by train from Moorabbin to 2. The song ‘Up there Cazaly’ was written

Flinders Street, how many level crossings about a footballer with significant marking
would you go through? abilities who played for two clubs between

1909 and 1927. St Kilda was one. Which3. Two inseparable children’s television
was the other?characters on the ABC.

4. Local suburb named after the founder of5. What was originally intended to be at
RMIT.McKinnon Road shops, but was built on

Centre Road instead way back in the 1920s? 8. The only suburb in the Bentleigh electorate
Hint: it closed in the 1980s. with an indigenous name.

6. Other than a cow, what other animal was on 9. Which Federal Government agency once
the old Moorabbin Council shield, reflecting occupied the current Kingston Council
the area’s early agricultural activity? offices? (Acronym)

7. In which local suburb were aircraft wings 10. Which political party was launched at Glen
and fuselages manufactured during the Eira Town Hall in 1977? The party had nine
Second World War? senators at its peak but currently has no

representation in the Australian Parliament.11. Melbourne landmark built in 1853 (acronym).
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Across:
2. The song ‘Up there Cazaly’ was written about a footballer with significant 
marking abilities who played for two clubs between 1909 and 1927. St Kilda 
was one. Which was the other?
4. Local suburb named after the founder of RMIT.
8. The only suburb in the Bentleigh electorate with an indigenous name.
9. Which Federal Government agency once occupied the current Kingston 
Council offices? (Acronym)
10. Which political party was launched at Glen Eira Town Hall in 1977? The 
party had nine senators at its peak but currently has no representation in the 
Australian Parliament.
12. “More ______ than Dame Nellie Melba!”
14. Melbourne was the first city outside of Europe and North America to host 
what?
15. Thousands of which rubber item were used to resurface East Boundary 
Road?
16. What colour were Melbourne’s Harris trains, introduced to the network in 
1956?
17. On which CBD street was Australia’s tallest building in 1955?
18. Inner city street which gave rise to Melbourne’s coffee culture and is 
renowned for its Italian cuisine.
19. Who is the second female Premier of Victoria?
Down:
1. If you travelled by train from Moorabbin to Flinders Street, how many level 
crossings would you go through? 
3. Two inseparable children’s characters on the ABC. 
5. What was originally intended to be at McKinnon Road shops, but was built 
on Centre Road instead way back in the 1920s? Hint: it closed in the 1980s. 
6. Other than a cow, what other animal was on the old Moorabbin Council 
shield, reflecting the area’s early agricultural activity? 
7. In which local suburb were aircraft wings and fuselages manufactured 
during the Second World War? 
11. Melbourne landmark built in 1853 (acronym). 
12. It is held on Centre Road once a year without a car in sight. 
13. Prime Minister Gough Whitlam authorised the purchase of this Jackson 
Pollock painting in 1973 by the National Gallery of Australia for $1.3 million. It is 
said to be valued at many more millions today! 


